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Faculty Writing Productivity Packages 

CSU Writes offers a way for faculty to get focused and write more: 
Faculty Writing Productivity Packages. These packages draw on 
research that shows faculty writers are most productive when they 
prioritize and schedule their writing, are held accountable for meeting (or 
not meeting) goals, and feel connected to a writerly community. Since 
each faculty’s writing schedule/project/semester is unique, CSU Writes 
has 1 month, 1 semester, or 1 summer options. Mix and match what 
works for you.  
  
Kind of like going to the gym for a fitness plan, you can put together a 
writing support package to get your writing life and projects in shape for 
a new year!  For more information and to sign up, go to:  
 http://csuwrites.colostate.edu/faculty-writing-packages/

May you have brief, frequent, low-stress, & highly-rewarding 
writing experiences with a project you enjoy. 

Inspired by Dr. Joli Jensen, author of Write No Matter What

Upcoming Events 

JANUARY 
JAN 28-29 FACULTY Writes Weekend Retreat 
     8:30am-4pm I Intensive Writing Retreat  

JAN 31 FACULTY Writes /Group-Up 
     2-3:30pm Writing Launch & Group-Up 

FEBRUARY 
FEB 1 GRAD Writes Group-Up 
     2 -3:30pm  Writing Kickstart & Group-Up 

FEB 3-5 GRAD Writes Weekend Retreat 
    8:30am-4pm Intensive Writing Retreat 

FEB 10 FACULTY & GRAD Retreat Booster 
     2-5pm Intensive Writing Session  

Feb 17 GRAD Writes  1/2-Day Workshop 
    9am-noon “Myths We Stall By”  
      with Guest Presenter Dr. Joli Jensen 
  
Feb 18 FACULTY Writes Full-Day Workshop 
     9am-3:30pm “Becoming a Public Scholar”  
                    with Guest Presenter Dr. Joli Jensen 

FEB 21 GRAD Writes Workshop 
     2-3:30pm Strategies for English Language Learners 

  
FEB 28 GRAD Writes Workshop  
     11-12:30 Scheduling for Deep Work 

SEMESTER-LONG 
show up & write*  
(January 30 - May 4) 

M-W  
8 - 10am  (Eddy 200) 
1-3pm (ANSCI 31) 
3-5pm (WEBER 202) 

T-R     
8 - 10am (Walnut 115) 
9-11am (Walnut 115) 
3:30-5:30pm (ANSCI 33) 
*All locations are TBC—to be confirmed—by January 23rd—
per CSU room scheduling policies. 

**If you attended 20 show up & write sessions in the fall and 
earned a mug, get in touch with Kristina Quynn to pick it up! 
CONGRATULATIONS!! You can still add to your cards this 
spring…so keep on showing up and writing! 

You can find more information on Retreats, 
Workshops, Accountability Packages, and show up & 
write at www.csuwrites.colostate.edu
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Writing Tip—Keep a Writing Log 
The start of a new year and new semester is a great time to start a 
writing log to chart out your projects and track how much you 
actually write. A hidden benefit of keeping 
a writing log is that you will likely write 
more, simply because you are tracking 
your writing sessions! Writing 
productivity experts recognize writing 
logs to be an effective technique 
academics can use to stay on top of their 
projects, to write more, and to avoid 
needing to binge write to deadline.  
 There are many ways to structure a writing log. Patricia 
Goodson recommends keeping a Word file for each writing project in 
which you track a) the goal of the writing session, b) the results or 
accomplishments of the session, c) where to pickup at the next 

session. Robert Boice recommends 
keeping a daily record of 1) time spent 
writing, 2) pages finished, 3) percentage 
of task completed. And, Cal Newport 
recommends keeping a flexible daily 
schedule in which you allot time for 
“deep work,” including writing. At the 
end of each work session, tally how 
many hours you actually spent working 

on your writing project. See how many hours you tally over the 
week…then during the month and, gradually, over a year. Over time, 
you can recognize, based your tallied hours of writing, what weeks or 
months are most productive and most challenging for you.  
 Experiment with writing logs and find one that best suits you.   
 Get in the habit of keeping a log this semester and “see” 
how much more you write and how much more “on top” of your 
writing projects you feel.
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